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AbstractThis paper describes a cognitively plausiblemechanism for systematically handling com-plex syntactic constructions within a seman-tic parser. More speci�cally, we show howthese constructions are handled without aglobal syntactic grammar or syntactic parsetree representations and without sacri�cingthe bene�ts of semantically-oriented parsing.We evaluate the psychological validity of ourarchitecture and conclude that it is a plau-sible computational model of human process-ing for an important class of embedded clauseconstructions. As a result, we achieve robustsentence processing capabilities not found inother parsers of its class.IntroductionPeople seem to understand syntactically complex sen-tences without noticeable e�ort. Consider, for exam-ple, the following sentences:(a) John asked Bill to eat the leftovers.(b) That's the gentleman that the woman invited togo to the show.(c) That's the gentleman that the woman declined togo to the show with.Recent experiments in psycholinguistics show that hu-man processing of complicated nested clause construc-tions like (a) through (c) is quite e�cient [Fodor, 1989]and there is documented evidence that children under-stand these constructs by the age of ten [Chomsky,1969].Embedded clause constructions have consistentlybeen troublesome for natural language processing sys-tems, however. Understanding them requires that theparser infer the existence of an invisible or phoneti-cally null constituent in the embedded clause and then

associate the missing constituent with an antecedentphrase that may be arbitrarily distant from it. In (a),for example, the parser should infer that \Bill" is thephonetically null subject of \eat"; in (b), \gentleman"is the direct object of \invited" as well as the subjectof \go"; and in (c), \woman" is the phonetically nullsubject of \go" while \gentleman" is the prepositionalobject of \with".Syntactically-oriented parsers typically handle em-bedded clauses using context-free grammars and sim-ilar formalisms that, in theory, easily conquer the re-cursive structure of these constructs (see, for exam-ple, [Kay, 1980]). In practice, however, avoiding mas-sive ambiguity while still allowing the hypothesis ofmissing constituents is di�cult and the problem of�nding the correct antecedent remains even when thesyntactic structure has been determined. In addition,this class of parser often focuses on producing just asyntactic representation of the input. Semantically-oriented parsers, on the other hand, ([Riesbeck, 1975],[Birnbaum and Selfridge, 1981], [Riesbeck and Mar-tin, 1985], [Wilks et al., 1985], and [Cullingford, 1986])produce a semantic representation of the input buttraditionally avoid syntactically complicated sentencesaltogether.1This paper describes a cognitively plausible mech-anism for systematically handling complex syntacticconstructions within a semantic parser called CIRCUS[Lehnert, 1990]. Through the use of this mechanism,CIRCUS achieves the desired balance between syntac-tic and semantic concerns during sentence processingand does so without a global syntactic grammar, with-out syntactic parse tree representations, without mas-sive syntactic ambiguity, and without sacri�cing thebene�ts of semantically-oriented parsing. Instead, wede�ne a small number of lexically-indexed control ker-nels (LICKs) for processing embedded clause construc-tions and allow individual words to selectively trig-ger the LICK that will correctly handle the currentclause. We also evaluate the psychological validity ofthe LICK processing mechanism and conclude that itis a plausible computational model of human process-1One possible exception is [Lytinen, 1984].



ing for nested clause constructions. As a result, CIR-CUS achieves robust sentence processing capabilitiesnot found in other parsers of its class.Because of length limitations and because the ma-jority of recent psycholinguistic studies of embeddedclauses have addressed wh-constructions, we will fo-cus our attention on wh-phrases. We would like tomake clear, however, that we use LICKs to under-stand additional classes of nested clause constructions.In particular, the mechanism handles sentential com-plements (e.g., \John thought Mary broke the toy"),in�nitive complements (e.g., \John asked Bill to eatthe leftovers"), and interactions between wh-phrasesand complement clauses (e.g., \John asked Bill whatto eat").The remainder of the paper is organized into foursections. The next section presents an overview of thesyntactic and semantic processing in CIRCUS. It is fol-lowed by a brief introduction to the LICK formalismthat handles nested clause constructions. The last sec-tions examine CIRCUS' processing of wh-constructionsand then evaluate it with respect to data from recentexperiments in psycholinguistics that show how peopleprocess these constructs.An Overview of Syntax and Semanticsin CIRCUSCIRCUS [Lehnert, 1990] is a conceptual analyzer thatproduces a semantic case frame representation of an in-put sentence using a stack-oriented control for syntac-tic processing and a marker-passing mechanism for pre-dictive preference semantics2. CIRCUS has been usedsuccessfully to provide natural language processing ca-pabilities for a variety of projects including the analysisof citation sentences in research papers [Lehnert et al.,1990] and understanding wire service texts about LatinAmerican terrorism3. Although space does not permitus to give a full technical description of CIRCUS, thissection presents the overall parser design.In the tradition of conceptual analyzers, CIRCUS'syntactic component produces no parse tree of the in-put and employs no global syntactic grammar. It isbased on the McEli parser [Schank and Riesbeck, 1981]and uses lexically-indexed local syntactic knowledgeto segment incoming text into noun phrases, prepo-sitional phrases, and verb phrases. These constituentsare stored in global bu�ers that track the subject,verb, direct object, indirect object, and prepositionalphrases of a sentence. Because we restrict the bu�er2CIRCUS also employs a numerical relaxation algorithmto perform bottom-up insertion of unpredicted slots intocase frames. This module is not important for the purposesof this paper, however.3CIRCUS was selected as one of about a dozen systemsto participate in the DARPA-sponsored Third Message Un-derstanding System Evaluation and Message Understand-ing Conference (MUC-3).

contents to simple syntactic structures with a strongly\local" sense of the sentence, larger constituents likeclauses are not explicitly recognized by the syntacticcomponent.Figure 1, for example, depicts the state of the McElisyntactic module after processing the phrase \Johnbrought". McEli recognizes \John" as the subject
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Figure 1: McEli Status After \John brought..."(*S*) and \brought" as the verb (*V*). In addi-tion, the current McEli stack contains a single packetencoding the syntactic expectations associated with\brought"4. This verb predicts (1) a direct object,(2) a direct object followed by a \to" prepositionalphrase, (3) a \to" prepositional phrase followed by adirect object, or (4) an indirect object followed by adirect object. If the next word in the sentence werethe noun phrase \Mary", for example, McEli would as-sign \Mary" to both the direct object and the indirectobject bu�ers and update its stack of syntactic expec-tations. These new predictions resolve the momentarysyntactic ambiguity by overwriting the contents of ei-ther *DO* or *IO* depending on the next phrase inthe sentence.As soon as McEli recognizes a syntactic constituent,that constituent is made available to the predictive se-mantics module (PSM). PSM is responsible for makingcase role assignments. In CIRCUS, this consists of top-down slot-�lling for any active semantic case frames.Whenever a syntactic constituent becomes available inone of the global bu�ers, PSM examines any activecase frame that expects a slot �ller in that bu�er. PSMthen �lls the slot if the constituent satis�es the slot'ssemantic constraints. CIRCUS allows both hard andsoft slot constraints. A hard constraint is a predicate4Each prediction in a packet is called a request. When-ever one request in the topmost packet on the stack is sat-is�ed, the entire packet containing the request is poppedfrom the stack and all subsequent predictions associatedwith the request are pushed onto the stack in a new packet.



that must be satis�ed. In contrast, a soft constraintde�nes a preference for a slot �ller rather than a pred-icate that blocks slot-�lling when it is not satis�ed.Consider, for example, the semantic case frame for aPTRANS event triggered by the word \brought" in thephrase \John brought" (see Figure 2).5 The case frame
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active?Figure 2: PSM Status After \John brought..."de�nition indicates the mapping between surface con-stituents and case frame slots: subject ! Actor, directobject ! Object, prepositional phrase or indirect ob-ject ! Destination.6 In addition, it depicts the hardand soft constraints associated with each slot. Namely,the Actor should be animate, the Object should be aphysical object, the Destination should be a location,and the prepositional phrase �lling the Destination slotmust begin with the preposition \to".7 At this pointin the parse, PSM successfully �lls the Actor slot with\John" because \John" is the subject of the sentenceand is animate. All of the other slots in the PTRANSframe remain empty.When a frame satis�es certain instantiation criteria,PSM \freezes" the case frame with its assigned slot�llers. Any instantiated case frames then become partof the semantic representation CIRCUS derives for thesentence. Figure 3, for example, shows the PTRANScase frame instantiation returned by CIRCUS afterparsing \John brought Mary to Manhattan".Lexically-Indexed Control KernelsWhen sentences become more complicated, we have to\partition" the stack processing in a way that recog-nizes embedded syntactic structures as well as concep-5PTRANS is a primitive act in conceptual dependencydescribing a physical transfer (see [Schank, 1975]). ThePTRANS case frame actually has a fourth slot | the orig-inal location or Source of the object. For the purposes ofthis example, however, we will ignore this slot.6As in lexical-functional grammar (LFG) [Bresnan,1982], a di�erent case frame de�nition would be neededto handle a passive sentence construction.7This is a hard constraint.
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Destination : Manhattan

PTRANSFigure 3: Semantic Case Frame for \Johnbrought Mary to Manhattan"tual dependencies. This is accomplished with lexically-indexed control kernels (LICKs). We view the top-levelMcEli stack as a single control kernel whose expecta-tions and binding instructions change in response tospeci�c lexical items as we move through the sentence.When we come to a subordinate clause, the top-levelkernel creates a subkernel that takes over to processthe interior clause. In other words, when a subordinateclause is �rst encountered, the parent LICK spawns achild LICK, passes control over to the child, and laterrecovers control from the child when the subordinateclause is completed.Each control kernel essentially creates a new parsingenvironment with its own set of bindings for the syntac-tic bu�ers, its own copy of the main McEli stack, andits own predictive semantics module. To understandthe behavior of multiple LICKs, we need only specifyrules for passing control among LICKs and rules forpassing variable bindings across LICKs:Inter-LICK Control Rules:1. An existing LICK can create a new LICK at which timecontrol moves from the parent LICK to the child LICK.2. When a child LICK relinquishes control, control revertsback to the parent LICK.Inter-LICK Communication Rules:1. When moving from a parent LICK to a child LICK, allsyntactic bu�ers in the child LICK can be initialized bythe parent LICK.2. When moving from a child LICK to a parent LICK, theonly bu�er that can be initialized or reassigned in theparent LICK is the *LB* bu�er.*LB* (lick bu�er) is a special syntactic bu�er used onlyfor inter-LICK communication. Typically, the concep-tual representation for an entire subordinate clause isstored in *LB* until it can be incorporated into therepresentation being constructed by a parent controlkernel.LICKs, then, embody the basic control mechanismof ATN's [Woods, 1970] but enforce a much stricter setof communication rules. In addition, CIRCUS' use ofLICKs di�ers tremendously from the pervasive recur-sion of ATN's | CIRCUS employs the LICK mech-anism only at the clause level and selectively triggersthe mechanism via lexically-indexed signals. UnlikeATN's, the parsing of constituents within a clause re-mains deterministic and strictly bottom-up.



The next section walks through a speci�c exampleusing LICKs to parse a sentence containing an embed-ded wh-phrase. It is followed by an evaluation of thepsychological validity of this mechanism.Understanding Wh-ConstructionsIn this section we show how sentences containing em-bedded wh-phrases are handled by local syntactic pre-dictions and interactions between cooperating LICKs.Consider the following sentence:(1) The policeman saw the boy who the crowd at theparty accused of the crime.Figure 4 shows the state of the parser after the word\who". The LICK processing the main clause has trig-gered a semantic case frame for SAW and has success-fully �lled its Actor and Object slots. In addition, thelexicon entry for \who" indicates that processing ofthe main clause should be temporarily suspended anda child LICK spawned. Because the antecedent for\who" can bind to one of four possible syntactic con-stituents within the subordinate clause, CIRCUS ini-tializes each of the child *S*, *DO*, *IO*, and *PP*bu�ers with \boy". When the child completes a seman-
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Figure 4: PSM Status After \The policeman sawthe boy who..."tic case frame instantiation, only the bu�er associatedwith the gap (i.e., the missing or phonetically null con-stituent) should hold the �ller (i.e., the antecedent).The other bu�ers initialized with the antecedent willeither be overwritten with actual phrases from the em-bedded clause or ruled out as possible gaps by syntac-tic information associated with the verb. In any case,few case frame de�nitions will access all four bu�ers.As indicated in Figure 4, \who" also sets up syntacticpredictions for either a verb phrase or a subject-verbsequence before passing control to the embedded clauseLICK.Figure 5 shows the state of the child LICK just afterprocessing \accused". \Crowd" has overwritten *S*and \party" has overwritten *PP*.8 In addition, \ac-8Currently CIRCUS has only one *PP* bu�er. The im-plication is that the parser only has access to the most
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Figure 5: \The policeman saw the boy who thecrowd at the party accused..."cused" triggers activation of a case frame and makesinitial slot assignments based on the case frame de�-nition: Actor = crowd and Patient = boy. The Ac-cusation slot remains empty even though we have aprepositional phrase because the hard constraint thatthe preposition be \of" is violated. Note that althoughboth *IO* and *DO* contain the antecedent \boy",*IO* does not interfere with the semantic representa-tion because the ACCUSE case frame does not accessthat bu�er.Figure 6 shows the state of the child LICK at theend of the embedded clause: Actor = crowd, Patient= boy, Accusation = crime. At this point, CIRCUSfreezes the ACCUSE case frame, assigns the instanti-ated representation to the *LB* bu�er, exits the childLICK, and returns control to the main clause where*LB* is attached to the antecedent \boy".
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Psycholinguistic Studies ofWh-ConstructionsMany recent experiments in psycholinguistics have ad-dressed the human processing of wh-constructions. Wewill discuss a few experiments that focus on process-ing phenomena, but space limitations have forced usto omit many equally interesting studies, e.g., [Cliftonet al., 1984], [Frazier and Clifton, 1989], and a seriesof experiments from [Nicol, 1988].Reactivation E�ectsA Swinney, Ford, Frauenfelder, and Bresnan study[Swinney et al., 1988] determined that people \reac-tivate" the meaning of a wh-phrase antecedent at theposition of its gap in the embedded clause.(1) The policeman saw the boy who the crowd at theparty accused # of the crime.At # in sentence (1), for example, subjects respondfaster to a word semantically related to \boy" (e.g.,\girl") than to a control word or to words associatedwith \policeman" and \crowd".9 This result impliesthat people have integrated the meaning of the �llerinto the current semantic representation of the sen-tence at the point of the missing constituent. CIRCUSis consistent with this �nding. Reactivation occurs inCIRCUS when the syntactic constituent currently ex-pected according to the McEli stack is found to containthe antecedent. In (1), for example, syntactic knowl-edge stored with \accused" sets up the McEli stack toexpect a direct object to follow and CIRCUS reacti-vates \boy" immediately following \accused" becausethe next constituent expected by McEli is the direct ob-ject, and *DO* already contains the antecedent \boy".Although Swinney's study tested for priming of theantecedent only in the direct object position, CIRCUSpredicts that priming of the antecedent should also oc-cur in the subject position. In sentence (1), for ex-ample, the LICK associated with \who" assigns \boy"to the *S*, *DO*, *IO*, and *PP* bu�ers and pre-dicts either a subject-verb or just a verb phrase forthe embedded clause (see Figure 4). Because *S* isthe next constituent expected by McEli and *S* hasalready been �lled by the antecedent \boy", CIRCUSreactivates \boy" immediately after processing \who".To our knowledge, no psycholinguistic studies havetested for antecedent priming in the subject position.Therefore, further experimentation is required beforethe predictions made by CIRCUS can be con�rmed orrefuted.9In the [Swinney et al., 1988] study, the target wordwas briey ashed at some point during aural presentationof the sentence. Subjects were asked to decide whetheror not the visually presented word was a real word andpress the appropriate button. Faster response to \girl"than \policeman" or \crowd" is attributed to priming bythe semantically related word \boy".

Finally, the [Swinney et al., 1988] study found reac-tivation only for the correct antecedent at # in (1).He found no reactivation of \crowd" or \policeman".CIRCUS also reactivates only the correct antecedentbecause the LICK formalism makes \boy" the onlymatrix clause constituent accessible to the embeddedclause. No other noun phrases in the sentence (e.g.,\policeman", \crowd", \party") are considered as an-tecedents of \who".Thus, CIRCUS seems to employ a psychologicallyvalid mechanism for reactivation of antecedents in wh-phrases: it reactivates the antecedent at the point ofthe gap and it reactivates only the correct antecedent.Filled Gap E�ectsStudies in [Crain and Fodor, 1985] and [Stowe, 1986]have produced evidence for a phenomenon called theFilled Gap E�ect. This occurs when the processor haspostulated a gap for an antecedent, but then discoversit has made a mistake | it �nds that the hypothesizedgap position is not actually empty in the input string.Their experiments showed an increase in reading timeat the point of the �lled gap. Consider, for example,these sentences from [Stowe, 1986]:(2) My brother wanted to know whoi Ruth will bringus home to (i) at Christmas.(3) My brother wanted to know whoi Ruth will bring(i) home to Mom at Christmas.The position after \bring" in (2) constitutes a �lledgap. It seems that the processor has noticed the an-tecedent \who" and anticipates its �lling the objectposition. Instead, it �nds \us" as the direct object, ismomentarily confused, and is forced to reconsider itshypothesis that \who" is the direct object. The extraprocessing load at \us" causes the increase in readingtime at this point in the sentence. Sentence (3), onthe other hand, does not exhibit the Filled Gap E�ectbecause there is no direct object in the sentence thatmight conict with the processor's initial hypothesisthat \who" should be the direct object.CIRCUS is consistent with these �ndings. The LICKtriggered to process the embedded clauses in (2) and(3) initially assigns \who" to the *S*, *DO*, *IO*,and *PP* bu�ers. By the word \bring", however, thesubject bu�er has been overwritten with \Ruth". Aprocessing slowdown occurs in (2) when CIRCUS �nds\us" as the real direct object and is forced to change*DO* from \who" to \us". As a side e�ect, this syn-tactic modi�cation changes the Patient role of \bring"from \who" to \us". The slowdown caused by thisreanalysis is consistent with the results of [Crain andFodor, 1985] and [Stowe, 1986]. There is no such re-analysis required by CIRCUS at the same position insentence (3).Most analyses of the [Crain and Fodor, 1985] and[Stowe, 1986] studies attribute the �lled gap e�ect tothe syntactic reanalysis required at the direct object



position. In CIRCUS, however, it is not clear whetherthe slowdown is due to syntactic or semantic reanal-ysis at the object position, since both occur: McElioverwrites the contents of a syntactic bu�er and PSMrecomputes the slot �llers for any active case frames.To investigate the possibility that semantics plays arole in the slowdown, we would like to hypothesize thefollowing constraint on the Filled Gap E�ect:The Filled Gap E�ect should only occur when theoverwritten constituent had been a plausible role�ller in an active case frame.No Filled Gap E�ect is expected when the antecedentis an implausible �ller in a case frame because PSMprefers syntactic constituents that satisfy all of theslot's semantic constraints, i.e., it prefers plausible�llers over implausible ones. Hence, the revised FilledGap E�ect predicts a slowdown at \me" in (4), but notin (5) below:(4) The district attorney found out which witnessithe reporter asked me anxiously about (i).(5) The district attorney found out which buildingithe reporter asked me anxiously about (i).As a semantically-driven parser, CIRCUS is consis-tent with the revised Filled Gap E�ect. At the word\asked" in (4), the following role assignments exist inthe embedded clause LICK: Actor (*S*) = reporter,Patient (*IO*) = witness. Because \witness" is aplausible �ller for the Patient role of \ask", the pro-cessor should be reluctant to change this role assign-ment. When the real indirect object is recognized,however, CIRCUS is forced to reanalyze the currentclause: \me" overwrites *IO* and, as a side e�ect,bumps \which witness" from the Patient slot. Implau-sible role �llers require no such reanalysis. In the em-bedded clause in (5), for example, the following roleassignments exist at \asked": Actor (*S*) = reporter,Patient (*IO*) = building. \Building", however, ismarked as an implausible �ller of the Patient role be-cause it does not satisfy the soft constraints associ-ated with the Patient slot. Since the processor has notsuccessfully �lled the Patient role with a semanticallyvalid candidate, no Filled Gap E�ect is expected at\me".While the predictions of the revised Filled Gap Ef-fect have not been con�rmed, a study described in[Tanenhaus et al., 1989a] found that the Filled GapE�ect disappears for implausible �llers for at least oneclass of verbs. This study used a continuous make-sense-judgment task10 to evaluate the Filled Gap Ef-fect in sentences containing verbs that expect both adirect object and in�nitive complement, e.g., remind:(6) Which moviei did Mark remind them to watch(i) this evening?10In this type of experiment, subjects are asked to con-tinuously push one of two buttons indicating whether ornot the sentence currently makes sense.

(7) Which childi did Mark remind them to watch (i)this evening?The Filled Gap E�ect for the direct object does notappear in sentences like (6) where the antecedent(\movie") is an implausible object of \remind". Itdoes occur in sentences like (7) where the antecedent(\child") satis�es the semantic constraints associatedwith the object slot of \remind". The embeddedclauses in the [Tanenhaus et al., 1989a] study, how-ever, only contained verbs that require a direct objectand an in�nitive complement (e.g., remind, tell). Be-cause we claim that the revised Filled Gap E�ect willhold for all classes of verbs, further experimentation isrequired to con�rm our more general hypothesis.The [Stowe, 1986] study, however, indirectly con-tributes evidence supporting our claim that the FilledGap E�ect is dependent on the semantics of the sen-tence | she found no Filled Gap E�ect in the subjectposition of embedded clauses. This result supports ourclaim because the Filled Gap E�ect can only occurwhen there is an active semantic case frame. In mostcases, CIRCUS does not trigger a case frame until itencounters the verb. In addition, the study describedin the next section supplies evidence related to our hy-pothesis that the Filled Gap E�ect is at least partiallya semantically-driven processing phenomenon.Thematic Role E�ects
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Subjects indicated ungrammaticality at \a maternityleave" in (9) and also took longer to make a responseat this point. Neither of these e�ects occurred at \amaternity leave" in (8). [Tanenhaus et al., 1989b] in-terpreted these results to mean that the processor isassigning an antecedent to a gap based on case role be-fore the gap ever appears in the sentence. Parsers thatrely on a global syntactic grammar for postulating gapsare inconsistent with this �nding.CIRCUS, on the other hand, is completely consis-tent with the Tanenhaus results because PSM assignscase roles to syntactic constituents as soon as the con-stituents become available. Figure 7 shows the stateof the parser for sentence (8) after processing \mater-nity leave": Actor = Mary, Recipient = which sec-retary, Object = maternity leave. All hard and softslot constraints are satis�ed. Figure 8, on the other
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yes yesFigure 8: \Bill wondered which bachelor..."hand, indicates inconsistencies in the meaning repre-sentation at the same point in (9). Because maternityleaves and bachelors are not compatible, the soft con-straints for the Object and Recipient slots are violatedand CIRCUS tags both slot �llers as \semantic fail-ures". Thus, CIRCUS mimics the Tanenhaus resultsin that sentence (9) does not make sense to CIRCUSbeginning at \maternity leave".The Tanenhaus study presented an additional result:they found no increase in reading time after \to" ineither sentence. Parsers that manipulate or producea syntactic parse tree representation of a sentence �ndthis result particularly troublesome. These parsers pre-dict an increase in reading time after \to" because thesyntactic parse tree has to be rearranged at this pointwhen the false gap is discovered.11 If one assumesthat syntactic changes that have no semantic e�ectsrequire no additional time, CIRCUS is consistent with11The verb phrase of the embedded clause changes fromV-NP-NP to V-NP-PP.

this study.12 At \to" in sentences (8) and (9), McEliremoves the antecedent from the false gap bu�er *IO*,leaving it only in *PP*. However, this syntactic changeis actually unnecessary in that it provokes no semanticreanalysis. As depicted in Figures 7 and 8, either *IO*or *PP* provide the Recipient role for GRANT. Emp-tying *IO* at \to" forces *PP* to �ll the Recipient slotrather than *IO*, but because both bu�ers held thesame antecedent, there is no change to the meaningrepresentation.Based on our comparisons of CIRCUS with the re-sults of psycholinguistic studies of reactivation, �lledgap and thematic role e�ects, we conclude that CIR-CUS employs cognitively plausible processing mecha-nisms in its interpretation of wh-constructions.ConclusionsBecause space limitations prevent us from providing amore exhaustive presentation of the various embeddedclause constructs handled by the LICK mechanism, wehave focused on the use of LICKs to understand wh-phrases. However, we currently use LICKs to handleall types of embedded clauses in the 1300 newswire sto-ries of the MUC-3 development corpus. In particular,the LICK mechanism can infer the missing subject ofin�nitival complement clauses: e.g., 1) \The terroristtried to kidnap the businessman", and 2) \The terror-ist asked the drug ma�as to kidnap the businessman".In sentences like 1, CIRCUS spawns a child LICK thatinitializes the subject of the embedded clause with thesubject of the main clause (i.e., \terrorist" becomesthe actor of \to kidnap"). In sentences like 2, how-ever, CIRCUS spawns a child LICK that initializes theembedded clause subject with the direct object of themain clause (i.e., \drug tra�ckers" becomes the ac-tor of \to kidnap"). In addition, both the subject-controlled LICK and the object-controlled LICK setup McEli stack expectations for the in�nitive form ofa verb to begin the embedded clause. Still other LICKsare responsible for handling sentential complements(e.g., \The peasants thought the president had been as-sassinated") and interactions between wh-phrases andcomplement clauses (e.g., \The president told the peo-ple what to do in case of bombing").However, we also understand that some embeddedclause problems cannot be resolved by the simple inter-LICK control rules and communication rules describedhere. For example, a reduced relative clause presentsan ambiguity that must be resolved by either a parentLICK (in the case of an active past tense verb form) ora child LICK (in the case of a passive past participleverb form). The control kernel formalism encouragesus to view this disambiguation problem in terms of12Without this assumption, further experimentationwould be required to determine whether minimal syntac-tic \reanalysis" (i.e., emptying a syntactic bu�er) takes asigni�cant amount of time when compared to the time ittakes for semantic reanalysis.
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